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On behalf of the British Columbia nursing community, we are delighted 
to welcome all award recipients, families, supporters and special 
guests to the 2020 Nursing Awards of Excellence.

It is inspiring to read the stories of each of tonight’s nursing award 
recipients, and learn about how their knowledge, dedication and 
commitment to patients is helping transform our health care system. 
It is truly a privilege to honour and recognize each of these incredible 
individuals on their numerous accomplishments and the impact they 
have had on the lives of British Columbians.

Congratulations to all award recipients this evening.

Best Regards,
The NNPBC Board of Directors

Welcome from the 
NNPBC Board of 
Directors
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“Thank you to NNPBC and my nominators for thinking of me for 
this award.  Nursing has always been a deep passion for me. Who 
knew in 1977 where the world of nursing would take me and the 
profession? Stay true to your heart. Find your niche and always keep 
your client at the center of your care.

I’m honoured to represent BC nurses as a board member of CNA and 
although dually registered my deepest passion lies with Registered 
Psychiatric Nursing and Psychiatric Nursing education.  It’s been 
a wonderful career full of many sub-specialties and I’ve enjoyed 
checking some of them out. Nursing is great!”

Jacqollyne Keath
RPN, RN, CPMHN(C), MA, PhD, FCAN

Dr. Jacqollyne Keath has over 40 years of 
expertise spanning mental health, substance 
misuse, youth and child psychiatry, spinal cord 
rehabilitation and emergency room nursing 
(both medical and mental health). She has an 
extensive background and unique expertise in 
self-regulation, legislation interpretation, nursing 
management, nursing education as well as 
curriculum design and development.

Throughout her career, Dr. Keath has served as 
an administrator and expert consultant in community, education, and regulatory agencies. 
Some of her accomplishments include having worked to develop the regulatory experience 
for scope of practice for the previous nursing regulatory bodies: the College of Registered 
Nurses of BC, the College of Registered Psychiatric Nurses of BC and the College of 
Licensed Practical Nurses of BC.  Jacqollyne helped to design, implement and evaluate a 
new program for alcohol and drug misuse for the Sea to Sky region and has served as a 
grassroots level change agent for many programs including the CAR 67 initiative between 
Surrey RCMP and Surrey Central Mental Health. Jacqollyne’s extensive background also 
includes managing budgets, finances and professional practice committees across the 
numerous agencies for which she has worked. Moreover, her legislative experience helped 
the former Registered Psychiaric Nuses Association of BC manage changing legislation 
under the Health Professions Act.

Jacqollyne is also an accomplished educator with expert knowledge in educational 
delivery and design for general nursing as well as psychiatric nursing, practical nursing 
and health care assistant programs. She has developed diploma and degree completion 
programs in psychiatric nursing and is responsible for the successful delivery of these 
programs through Douglas College and Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU). While 
at KPU she served as Program Coordinator, Curriculum Coordinator and educator in 
the Bachelor of Psychiatric Nursing department and was responsible for the initial 
implementation of this eight-semester degree and four-semester degree completion 
program. In her time at Stenberg College, she redeveloped and managed the Regional 
Diploma in Psychiatric Nursing.

She is a founding member of the ARPNBC and was on the lead team managing the 
formation of Nurses and Nurse Practitioners of BC (NNPBC), serving as NNPBC’s first 
Board Chair. She also served as Acting Executive Director for NNPBC and is a current 
board member representing BC at the Canadian Nurses Association.
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“In accepting this great honour from NNPBC, I thank my colleagues, 
family and friends for a lifetime of support. 

I extend my deep appreciation to mentors who guided my career 
direction and provided wise words at critical times. I am grateful for 
my nursing heritage including strong role models in my family and 
my wonderful colleagues for our collaborative endeavours over many 
years. My involvement in professional associations in Canada and my 
global nursing connections have influenced and enriched my career. 
Thank you to members of our nursing community in British Columbia 
for this recognition.”

Nora Whyte
RN, MSN

Nora Whyte has been a leading voice in BC’s 
nursing professional association development 
and in primary health care advocacy nationally 
and internationally for almost five decades. 
Nora was an early proponent of primary health 
care ideals within community and public health 
nursing practice. She has provided expert support 
to nursing and nursing education initiatives 
in various parts of the global south, while 
simultaneously bringing a global consciousness to 
nursing professional leadership in BC.

Nora graduated from the UBC School of Nursing with her Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
in 1973 and later completed her Master of Science in Nursing in 1988. In her early 
career, she worked in South Africa in community health, and later spent many years 
doing policy work at the Registered Nurses Association of BC (which at that time was 
both the provincial regulator and our provincial nursing association). During those years, 
Nora was an originator of the Community Health Nurses of BC, a founder of Community 
Health Nurses of Canada and a founder of the Global Health Interest Group of BC. 
The Global Health Interest Group of BC brought together BC nurses to collaborate on 
international initiatives and advocate for primary care ICN and WHO guidelines to ensure 
that all such work reflected the deconstruction of colonial global north imperialism.

Among her many key leadership roles, Nora has been a policy consultant for the 
Registered Nurses Association of British Columbia and as the inaugural project 
coordinator for the fledgling Association of Registered Nurses of British Columbia. 
In addition, she has given her time and expertise to developing numerous local and 
national nursing organizations and initiatives, serving as a mentor, consultant and role 
model to nurses across our province.

Nora’s career has been characterized by her unwavering confidence in the very real 
contributions nursing can make to the heath of all within our society, and an unshakable 
conviction that BC nurses can and will navigate the complex tides of change and sustain 
a strong and respected policy advocacy voice. A visionary leader throughout her career, 
and a nurse who has left a powerful and lasting legacy.
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“I would like to thank my colleagues at UVic School of Nursing as 
well as my colleagues at UNBC, and Thompson Rivers University and 
University of Montreal who have supported me in the development of 
my program of research to promote the mental health and well being 
of our immigrant and refugee communities in Canada. I am a grateful 
settler on this land and acknowledge my privilege in doing research 
and scholarship which advances nursing knowledge and social justice 
aims.  I am also grateful to receive this award and recognition from 
NNPBC and all of my colleagues, friends and family.”

Nancy Clark
RN, PhD

Dr. Nancy Clark is a nursing scholar whose 
focus is on immigrant and refugee mental 
health, healthcare inequities and social justice. 
She demonstrates outstanding achievement in 
advancing nursing science through her clinical 
experiences as a community mental health nurse 
and academic.

Dr. Clark’s scholarship is building capacity for 
diversity, awareness, advocacy and education on 
meaningful inclusion of diverse patient groups 
as part of Canada’s national Strategy for Patient Oriented Research (SPOR). Dr. Clark’s 
leadership includes co-chair and founder of the Victoria Immigrant Migrant Mental 
Health Network, member of the Academic Advisory Committee on Equity and Diversity 
and Human Rights at the University of Victoria, and affiliated researcher with the 
University of British Columbia Migration Research Excellence Cluster. Dr. Clark is also 
chair of the Victoria Immigrant Health Sector Table and Canadian Association of Schools 
of Nursing Mental Health Nurse Educator Group. She was recently invited to be a council 
member for the National Pathways to Prosperity, an alliance of university, community, 
and government partners dedicated to fostering welcoming communities and promoting 
the integration of immigrants and minorities across Canada.

Dr. Clark’s research seeks to develop better access and quality health care for 
underprivileged communities. Dr. Clark is leading a system change funded grant with the 
Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria (ICA) titled ‘Building capacity for promoting 
refugee and newcomer health: A community engagement project’. In addition, she is 
working with OPTIONS BC on a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 
Canada (SSHRC) Insight Development grant ‘Using Community Action Research to 
Support Syrian Refugee Mothers in the Resettlement Period’. Dr. Clark is also the BC 
lead on national and international collaborations on access to equitable mental health 
care through virtual technologies during COVID-19; improving refugee food security 
globally and increasing respectful and culturally safe health care for women.
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“It is an honour to receive a NNPBC Award of Excellence. I want to 
acknowledge the multiple, traditional, and unceded territories and 
Métis Chartered communities we all come from for this celebration. 
I live and work as uninvited guest on the traditional unceded territory 
of the Syilx (Okanagan) People. Thank you to the Elders, the NNPBC 
leadership and nomination committee, and nurse leader colleague 
friends who supported my nomination - Elder Jessie Nyberg, Dr. 
Bourque Bearskin, Dr. Cash, Dr. Mahara, Dr. Tarrant, Ms. Snook, and 
Dr. Thorne, whom I continue to learn from, and be encouraged and 
held gently by. I am also thankful to learn from and work with and 
for Indigenous communities and organizations, Elders, Knowledge 
Keepers, youth, and staff in Traditional and Western ways of health 
and wellness.”

As a Métis nurse, this award has very special meaning in helping me 
stand strong in questioning the status quo for Indigenous heath equity 
and anti-racism and anti-discriminatory culturally safe education, 
research and practice. To my precious family, my son- Matthew, 
Becky and grandchildren Theron and Finley, my daughters Natalie 
and Alexandra, and my nephew David and his family, many friends 
and extended family, and my ancestors you are the ones that have 
led the way and we will continue to forge the way for the next seven 
generations to return the world to one of love, equality, and harmony 
as human beings. All My Relations

Donna Kurtz
PhD, RN

Dr. Donna Kurtz is an Associate Professor in the 
School of Nursing at University of British Columbia, 
Okanagan. Following a Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing at the University of Victoria in 1993, 
Dr. Kurtz subsequently completed her Master 
of Nursing in 1998 and PhD in 2011 at Deakin 
University in Melbourne, Australia, where her 
emphasis was on rural health and urban Indigenous 
health.

Dr. Kurtz is of Métis and mixed European ancestry 
and has continued to work in the areas of social justice addressing the inequities in 
Indigenous health. She works with multi-sector university-Indigenous community Indigenous-
led collaborative teams in cultural safety, education and research beyond social determinants 
of health, to foster respectful, non-racist, non-discriminatory health care education, services 
and policy. Dr. Kurtz uses decolonizing, gender-relevant and equity based Indigenous 
methodologies in health promotion and health system change that benefit Indigenous peoples 
and communities across generations.

Dr. Kurtz has a sustained and highly reputable program of research in the field of Indigenous 
health promotion and decolonizing the conventional approaches to health care that have 
compromised the health of so many. Her work in this area is constructive and positive, 
honouring the strength and resilience that lies within Indigenous persons and communities, 
and drawing on that community-based strength to develop collaborative initiatives such as 
research and health workforce development. She seeks to support multiple paths toward 
Indigenous community wellness, including ensuring a respectful and non-discriminatory 
health care system, and mechanisms by which the social, emotional, and spiritual roots of 
poor health within communities can be confronted. Dr. Kurtz has demonstrated an abiding 
commitment throughout her teaching, community action and research to making a difference 
for Indigenous persons individually, at a community level, and across Canadian society.

As the Faculty of Health and Social Development Indigenous Health Liaison, she supports 
Indigenous nursing student recruitment, retention, and peer mentorship. She works closely 
with and is guided by local Elders and Knowledge Keepers in education, research and 
practice. Dr Kurtz’s contribution to the health and wellbeing of all British Columbians is both 
significant and enduring through legacies in the gaining of health promoting grants in the 
advancement of nursing knowledge.
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“It makes me smile knowing that artful, hopeful, boundary-pushing 
research and knowledge translation work is being recognized for 
excellence! I am so grateful for the many people who I have the joy 
of working with, whose support and shared belief in research as a 
transformative resource to build a more beautiful and equitable world 
have played a role in shaping what work I can do. This award reflects 
the kindness and generosity of friends, colleagues, and mentors who 
took time and effort to nominate me, and the amazing communities 
and teams I have the privilege of working with every day. 

Thank you! Mitakuye-Oyasin.”

Katrina M. Plamondon
PhD, RN

Dr. Katrina Plamondon is an Assistant Professor 
and Michael Smith Research Scholar in the 
School of Nursing at the University of British 
Columbia, Okanagan with an established record 
of research and scholarship focusing on health 
equity. In this work she courageously tackles 
one of the most difficult challenges we face 
today – that of finding ways to address resistant 
socioeconomic and political causes of health 
inequities. Her research has resulted in significant 
breakthroughs in the way we conceptualize and 
support knowledge translation, illuminating practices for overcoming the gap between 
knowledge and action for health equity. The practical steps and tools she developed 
provide knowledge-to-action strategies that can lead to more meaningful use of 
evidence to guide health equity action. 

Dr. Plamondon’s research accomplishments also extend to the field of global health. As 
Principal Investigator for a multi-phased, national study that engaged over 300 people 
in dialogue about ethical, equitable practices in global health, she led the development 
of principles to guide global health research. These principles are being used to direct 
funding and research policy, graduate education, and intensive training across Canada 
and beyond. This report has been presented to the United Nations and is recognized 
internationally for its contribution to global health. Dr. Plamondon has received national 
funding to scale-up these principles for global health research. 

Underlying her success is Dr. Plamondon’s diplomatic, strategic, and collaborative 
interpersonal and leadership approach. She is highly respected for her inclusive and 
participatory approaches to facilitating research collaboration, sparking curiosity and 
learning, and bringing diverse groups together to generate evidence-informed solutions. 
She is an exceptional role model to students, direct care providers, and colleagues 
alike. She has a sophisticated capacity to network and broker partnerships, maintaining 
integrity in her commitment to equitable and inclusive processes. Dr. Plamondon is 
without a doubt one of our leading nurse scientists. 
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“We would like to express our deepest thanks to the NNPBC, the Ministry of Health, 
the Fraser Health Authority and the Surrey-North Delta Division of Family Practice for 
their support and guidance throughout the planning and implementation of Axis Primary 
Care Clinic. A special thank you to Patti Telford, Danielle Daigle and Jennifer Krist for 
your unceasing advocacy and support. This award also belongs to our incredible team 
of Axis NPs. Without your hard work and dedication, this would have not been possible. 
Finally, to our partners, children, and other family members, thank you for your continued 
encouragement, patience and love. We love you!“

 - Axis Primary Care Clinic Team

Axis NP Primary Care Clinic
 Lexi Grisdale  BSc, BSN, MN (FNP)

 Simrin Sangha  MN-NP, NP(F)

 Harvinder Sihota  MN-NP, NP(F)

Advocacy has many faces in today’s world of health care. Over 700, 000 British Columbians are 
without access to a primary care provider. To address this attachment need, in 2018 the Ministry of 
Health announced a strategy to transform primary health care in the province of BC, infusing millions 
of dollars into the primary care system. Part of this funding included 200 new Nurse Practitioner 
(NP) positions across the province. On the heels of this announcement, NPs from many communities 
submitted to the Ministry expressions of interest in opening Nurse Practitioner-led primary care 
clinics, with the intention of providing team based primary care to high needs communities. 
After careful review, the Ministry of Health decided to proceed with supporting the development, 
implementation, and delivery of three Nurse Practitioner Primary Care Clinics in the communities 
of Nanaimo, Surrey and Victoria. Lynn Guengerich and Rebecca Arcos (Victoria), Lexi Grisdale, 
Harvinder Sihota and Simrin Sangha (Surrey) and Kari Jonker and Heather Gonyer (Nanaimo) have 
been instrumental in the successful planning, implementing and opening of these three clinics.

These NP leaders’ ongoing dedication and tireless advocacy for these new clinic models over the 
last 18 months has been awe inspiring. They worked above and beyond their daily clinical practice 
throughout the planning process, keeping the needs of the community at the forefront of their 
decision making. Any challenges or obstacles were consistently met with professionalism and 
a demonstration of their vision of meeting the needs of unattached patients in their respective 
communities. These clinics are the first of their kind in the province, and thanks to the fierce 
advocacy of these fearless NP leaders, NP Primary Clinics in BC have become a reality.

NP Primary Care Clinics

Health Care on Yates Primary Care Clinic
 Rebecca Ashley Arcos  Family Nurse Practitioner

 Lynn Guengerich  MS, NP(Peds), Clinic Director

Nexus NP Primary Care Clinic
 Heather Gonyer  NP

 Kari Jonker  NP

“I am honored to accept this award and do so recognizing my dedicated team of 
colleagues at Health Care on Yates. I am so blessed to have worked on the formation 
of our new clinic and I humbled to work as a nurse practitioner in my new community. I 
give thanks to Ian Goldman, Dorothy Morris, Coleen Heenan, Connie Haselden, Joanna 
Rippin, Hope Schreiber and Lynn Guengerich. I must thank all of my family for their 
unconditional support with a special appreciation to my husband and my three beautiful 
children.“

 - Rebecca Arcos, Health Care on Yates Primary Care Clinic

“Thank you so much to Patti for this nomination. I really want to emphasize that while I have 
been the public face of the Nexus Clinic, the work that has been done is the collaboration 
of a fantastic, dynamic group of Nurse Practitioners that have formed a wonderful 
supportive community in Nanaimo. I feel very fortunate to have come into this career and 
this position with the support of such an experienced, established, and supportive group. 
Thank you to the NNPBC for recognizing the work that has gone into this project! Also, for 
all the hard work that the NNPBC has put into this project. Thank you!“

 - Kari Jonker, Nexus Primary Care Clinic

“Thank you, sincerely, for this award. Health Care on Yates, from genesis to opening, has 
been the work of a great many people and I feel immense gratitude that I was able to be 
part of the process. I would particularly like to thank the other NPs on our planning team: 
you are amazing. And thanks to my family, who had to put up with a lot of long days.“

 - Lynn Guengerich, Health Care on Yates Primary Care Clinic

“I am so incredibly honored and humbled to receive this nursing award of excellence. 
I feel so very fortunate to have a career that I love, and to work along-side so many 
forward-thinking, empathetic and dedicated professionals. Our team whole heartedly 
shows up for the Nanaimo community and has created a welcoming and inclusive space 
to access healthcare. It is an amazing time in history to be a Nurse Practitioner and I am 
so grateful for all the hard-working professional trail blazers who have brought the dream 
of Primary Care Networks and team-based care to life.“

 - Heather Gonyer, Nexus Primary Care Clinic
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“I would like to thank all my colleagues at the UBCO School of 
Nursing for being amazing nurses and teachers that inspire, support, 
and encourage each other. You are an amazing team to work with and 
I am honoured to be your colleague. To my family, I love you all and 
thank you for all the joy and fun you bring to my world. You always 
encourage me to be my best self.”

Dennis Jasper
RN, MSN

Dennis Jasper is a passionate educator and 
mental health nurse who inspires, motivates, 
and empowers his students to achieve success 
in academic and clinical environments. Dennis 
started his nursing career in acute mental health 
nursing and has been a nurse educator for 
over 10 years. Dennis’s style of teaching is to 
create a safe and welcoming environment for 
student engagement using a relational practice 
approach. He is effective at building rapport with 
students and approaches mental health with 
a destigmatizing perspective that enables students to reflect on their previously held 
beliefs and assumptions.

Dennis has advocated for and implemented comprehensive mental health education 
within the Bachelor of Science in Nursing program at the University of British Columbia, 
Okanagan campus and has developed a significant portion of the curriculum that is 
delivered today. The focus is on developing mental health literacy in nursing students, 
which includes teaching about mental health and well-being, along with mental illness. 
Dennis has designed innovative and rich learning experiences for students including the 
use of standardized patients and simulations to guide both students and faculty through 
the curriculum.

Dennis also developed an Advanced Mental Health Nursing elective course for fourth-
year students to better prepare nurses entering mental health and general clinical 
settings. Student interest in this course has exceeded expectations, which is a testimony 
to the introductory mental health curriculum, pedagogy, and Dennis’s ability to stimulate 
the students’ enthusiasm in this area of nursing practice. Of the many adjectives that 
students use to describe Dennis, the most common are inspiring, knowledgeable, 
approachable, supportive, engaging, and passionate about mental health.

The strength of Dennis’s commitment to mental health nursing education is evident in 
the challenging work he takes on. His substantive contributions to the mental health 
curriculum and the positive impact he has had on his past and present students show 
that he is highly deserving of this award.
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Lorelei Newton
PhD, RN

Dr. Lorelei Newton is an Assistant Professor 
at the University of Victoria, School of Nursing. 
She has practiced as a clinical nurse, advanced 
practice nurse, professional practice leader, 
educator and manager in a variety of rural and 
urban settings including palliative care, oncology, 
emergency, and community and public health. 
For over two decades, she has taught nurses and 
nursing students in practice and labs (including 
simulation) as well as in research, ethics, theory 
and advanced practice courses. Dr. Newton is 
currently the coordinator of the Advanced Practice Leadership stream of the Master of 
Nursing program.

Dr. Newton’s research interests support her life-long passion for education. She is 
published in the areas of nursing ethics and geriatric oncology, combining those 
interests as co-chair and co-founder of the Canadian Association of Nurses in Oncology 
(CANO) Special Interest Group ‘Oncology and Ageing,’ whose aim is to support oncology 
nurses at point-of-care and contribute to geriatric oncology as a sub-specialty.

Dr. Newton is also involved with the International Society of Geriatric Oncology (SIOG) 
and is contributing to a position statement to serve as a platform to support oncology 
nurses globally for nursing practice, education, research and policy as they address 
the unique needs of an ageing population within contemporary healthcare. To augment 
this work, Dr. Newton is Principle Investigator (PI) of a project examining the ethical 
dimension of geriatric oncology nursing, is a member of the Gerontological Nurses 
Association of BC as well as a board member of the Eldercare Foundation. She is 
published in the area of nursing education and is most recently the PI of a project 
evaluating a violence-prevention multimodal education intervention for first-year 
undergraduate nursing students as well as a co-investigator on a SSHRC funded project 
examining the experiences of health care students (including nursing students) with 
disabilities.

“It is an honour to accept the NNPBC Excellence in Nursing Education 
Award. It is a privilege to be acknowledged for a career I find so 
fulfilling and meaningful. I am grateful to my University of Victoria 
colleagues and the students who nominated me. Thank you for your 
efforts -- I will cherish those letters of support. I would also like to 
thank my family for their unwavering support in all that I do.”
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“I’m so honoured to be receiving this award - and the fact that I was 
nominated for this by many of my mentors is more special. I’ve been 
so inspired by the fantastic nurses and NPs I’ve worked with over 
the years and am humbled to be included among the other amazing 
nurses receiving awards tonight.”

Fiona Hutchison
MSc., NP(F)

Fiona’s legacy of leadership has shaped, and 
continues to shape, Nurse Practitioner (NP) 
practice in the province of British Columbia. Our 
profession has much to be thankful for because 
of Fiona. Fiona truly leads by example and is a 
brave and fierce champion for high quality health 
care accessible to all, no matter where, when, or 
by whom it is needed.

Fiona was an important NP leader in the early 
days of the profession. She helped develop 
several NP clinic initiatives and demonstrated leadership, knowledge and skill as she 
advocated for improved patient access and outcomes in a variety of clinical settings. 
Over the last decade, she has worked tirelessly to promote the NP role and to advance 
the NP profession whether at the level of clinical practice, within health authorities, in 
relation to professional associations, and within the Ministry of Health.

Fiona is an accomplished professional with extensive experience in education and 
curriculum development as well as many years of diverse clinical expertise. She has 
been a strong supporter of the BC Nurse Practitioner Association and the Association 
of Nurses and Nurse Practitioners of BC and has held many key board positions in 
these associations. In addition, she has held key leadership positions in a variety of 
arenas including education, clinical practice, and most recently within the Nursing Policy 
Secretariat at the Ministry of Health.

All of those who know Fiona, know her as a highly committed NP who has made 
significant contributions to the advancement of the NP role in British Columbia.
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“It is a true honor to be entrusted in helping to create a system that 
gives clinicians the tools they need to provide safe and evidence 
based care to our patients and their families.  I am truly blessed 
to work with many amazing colleagues and a team who are true 
patient and family advocates and who strive for continuous quality 
improvement.  Please accept my deepest gratitude for this prestigious 
NNPBC Award of Excellence in Nursing Practice.  I also want to thank 
my family for all their love and support – you mean the world to me!”

Isabel Diogo
RN, BSN, MSN

Throughout her career Isabel has been strong 
in her clinical practice and has consistently 
been a tremendous advocate for patient and 
family centred care. It is this strength and focus 
that allows her to excel in her role as Practice 
Consultant in the unique practice area of 
medication management and medication safety 
within the Professional Practice Office (PPO) at 
Providence Health Care (PHC).

Isabel is known and respected for her passion, 
expertise, dedication to upholding the social justice, compassion, exceptional care, and 
innovation components of the PHC vision. She is a visible leader in practice and tireless 
in her advocacy for safe medication practices so that nurses are supported to provide 
safe care to the populations they care for. Those who report to her describe her as a 
brilliant mentor, supportive and dynamic leader. She attends numerous pharmacy and 
nursing committees at the local, regional and provincial levels representing the voice of 
the PPO, and most importantly advocates for our populations. She is clear that decisions 
must be based on standards that meet patient care needs and are evidence-based.

Isabel’s expertise in mental health and addictions coupled with her expertise in 
medication management and safety allows her to speak confidently in any setting. She 
is respectful, professional, and articulate and never grows weary of keeping patients at 
the core of all the discussions. PHC is fortunate to have Isabel, with her expertise in the 
area of medication management and safety, as one of their expert nurses.
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Doreen Landry
RN, BScN

Doreen Landry is a registered nurse at Canuck 
Place. Doreen has been nursing in palliative 
care for her entire career, with the last 25 years 
working at Canuck Place Children’s Hospice.

Doreen’s career began in 1976 when she 
graduated with a Diploma in Nursing from Victoria 
General Hospital (VGH) in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
At VGH Doreen worked in adult oncology and 
palliative care until 1980. In 1980 Doreen was 
accepted into the order of the Sisters of Charity 
of Halifax and remained with them until 1993. This time period had a profound positive 
influence in shaping her perspective and nursing career. From 1982 to 1988 Doreen 
moved to her primary love, pediatrics, spending these years at IWK Health Centre, the 
tertiary children’s hospital in Halifax.

In 1988 Doreen’s ambitions to further her education took her to St. Francis Xavier 
University, where she graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing in 1991 with a 
focus on HIV/AIDS and palliative care. After graduation these latter two interests resulted 
in a significant move to St. Paul’s Hospital in Vancouver, BC where she employed her 
palliative skills with cancer, HIV and AIDS.

When Canuck Place opened in 1995, Doreen realized a dream to work again in 
pediatrics with North America’s first free-standing children’s hospice. Hired as a staff 
nurse, she became a valued member of the nursing team. Doreen’s insights and work 
ethic have been instrumental in allowing Canuck Place to have a reputation which other 
free-standing hospices have modeled.

Doreen’s other notable achievements include receiving her Canadian Nurses Association 
(CNA) certification in hospice palliative care nursing in 2009, being featured in a chapter 
of Sharing the Final Journey: Walking with the Dying by Norma Wylie in 1996 and being 
on the cover of The Atlantic Insight in 1986.

“I would like to thank my colleagues for supporting and believing 
in me enough to nominate me for this award. Also I would like to 
thank NNPBC Board of Directors .I am honoured and humbled by this 
recognition.”
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“I would like to thank my family for the support they have given me to 
pursue my nursing career, my amazing colleges who teach me each 
and every day how to be a better nurse, the patients and their families 
for entrusting their care to me. Lastly to Teresa Mcfayden and the 
NNPBC for this honour, I am humbled.”

Adrienne Walther Rogers
LPN

Adrienne has worked as a volunteer, care aide 
and Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) for many 
years across the care continuum. She is a strong 
advocate for not only patient care but supporting 
the family in understanding the trajectory of the 
loved one in her care. Adrienne is always willing 
to jump in and support the team.

Adrienne is often a preceptor to nursing students 
and supports them in their growth and learning. 
She is known as a supportive and caring member 
of the nursing team and consistently strives to streamline workflow.

Throughout her career, Adrienne has experienced losses but rather than allowing those 
to diminish her care and compassion, she has transferred those difficult times into 
healing for others by sharing her personal understanding of their pending loss. In times 
of impending loss, it is an important point of connection to be able to share with patients 
and families your understanding and empathy about what they are going through. Taking 
and making time for patients and their family is an integral part of who Adrienne is. A 
simple act like washing someone’s hair provides dignity and respect to the patients in 
her care. Each day these attributes are at the forefront her nursing practice.

Adrienne is known as the unit “hugger” and has struggled with that during these COVID 
times (these are not easy times for a natural hugger!) However, her warmth is still 
expressed in other supportive and caring ways. In a time of virtual hugs and needing 
to demonstrate caring in other ways, Adrienne is right there, adapting to our new world 
with recognition that it is the people who matter most. She is truly deserving of this 
recognition and honour and those who work with her all say that they are privileged to 
call her a colleague.
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Angela Wignall
RN, BSN, BA, MA

Angela Wignall is a Registered Nurse working in 
leadership and innovation in British Columbia. 
In her current role, Angela serves as strategic 
advisor to the Chief Nursing Officer at Island 
Health and is the Manager of the Office of 
the Vice President, Knowledge, Practice, and 
Chief Nurse Executive. She is also a founding 
member and lead for Island Health’s Innovation 
Lab, enabling innovation across the Island 
region through intrapreneurship, innovation 
partnerships, and innovation events. Angela 
leads and facilitates BC’s only annual hackathon in a health authority, Code Hack, which 
brings together nurses, multidisciplinary care team members, patients, entrepreneurs, 
designers, and engineers to pitch problems, create prototypes, and compete for Code 
Hack seed funding awards. Winning teams from Code Hack, including nurses, have 
gone on to secure national funding for real world trials of their health care solutions.

Angela is a member of the provincial Community of Practice for Healthcare Innovation 
and has been a keynote speaker in BC and across Canada on nurse-led innovation, 
innovation in publicly funded health care, and intrapreneurship. With a practice 
background in policy development, public health, and perinatal nursing, Angela holds 
a Bachelor of Arts, a Bachelor of Science in Nursing, and a Maser of Arts in Policy 
and Practice. She has been featured in business, nursing, and women in science 
publications, and represents Canada in the Global Nursing Leadership Institute 2020 of 
the International Council of Nurses. A dedicated policy geek, proud research nerd and 
a thought-provoking leader, Angela is passionate about bringing nursing-led innovation 
forward in BC.

“Innovation is a team sport and my fellow intrapreneurs in the 
Innovation Lab are the reason I’m here tonight. Matthew, Dawn, Len, 
Amber, Graham... here’s to many more years of growing innovation in 
publicly funded health care systems! Huge thanks also to my ever-
supportive husband and fellow nurse, David; my wonderful children, 
Lucas and Henry; and my family watching from home, Judith, Neil, 
and Lynda. 

Nurse-led innovation is a powerful force for positive transformation 
in health care. We know the problems. We have the solutions. Let’s 
make nursing leadership in innovation visible and non-negotiable!”
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“To my mom, dad, stepmom and stepdad, sister Emily Payne and 
dear friend Angela Wignall, thank you endlessly for treading these 
waters with me and for keeping me afloat over the last eight years. To 
my academic supervisor Dr. Marilou Gagnon, thank you for teaching 
me, pushing me and supporting me in my work. To Dr. Lenora 
Marcellus, thank you for seeing something in me and encouraging 
me to keep going. To Sylvia Hancock and Tess Wonsiak, thank you 
for being my professional pillars of support and launching me into the 
next phase of my career. I would not be here today, if it wasn’t for all 
of you.”

Alayna Payne
RN, MN

Alayna Payne is a Registered Nurse (RN) 
working in Victoria, BC and practices on the 
Neurosciences Unit at the Victoria General 
Hospital. In addition to bedside practice, Alayna is 
a nurse educator at Camosun College, teaching 
third year Bachelor of Science in Nursing program 
students critical thinking, reflective practice, 
and patient centred care. She is the first elected 
Chair of the New Graduate RN Council at Island 
Health, a bilateral initiative established with the 
University of Victoria and the first of its kind 
in British Columbia. As Chair, Alayna leads new and novice nurses in engaging with 
decision makers to improve undergraduate curriculum and new nurse transition to 
practice. Examples of her leadership work include advocating for new nurses at the 
University of Victoria Advisory Council, Island Health’s Nursing and Allied Health Advisory 
Council, and the provincial Nursing Now BC council. Most recently, Alayna successfully 
advocated for the establishment of an eight-week residency program for new graduate 
RNs.

As a member of the Canadian Institute of Substance Use Research, Alayna has 
developed a national nursing student survey to elicit insights on the level of substance 
use education being provided in Bachelor of Science in Nursing programs, and nursing 
student-perceived competency in caring for individuals who use substances. This 
critical research informed the national-level interdisciplinary education project with the 
Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing, the Canadian Association of Social Work 
Education, and the Association of Faculties of Pharmacy of Canada. Alayna’s research 
has also contributed to the development of a position statement on substance use 
education in nursing programs for the national Harm Reduction Nurses Association and 
the creation of a harm reduction practice learning module for novice nurses. Across 
every nursing domain, Alayna demonstrates passion and commitment to the field of 
nursing and shines as an emerging leader. She is truly a rising star in nursing. 
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Helen Shore
BSN, MA

Helen Shore, retired RN, died November 3, 2020 at 
the age of 95. Over a long and celebrated career, 
Helen was recognized as a powerful voice for public 
health nursing in our province. She began her nursing 
career in 1946 with an RN diploma from Vancouver 
General Hospital. Her initial work as a staff nurse in a 
psychiatric ward was followed by brief periods of work 
in Bermuda and Calgary, and longer periods at the 
Royal Columbian Hospital at New Westminster and 
as a Public Health Nurse for the Vancouver Health 
Department.  She also taught nursing for nine years 
at the Royal Columbian Hospital School of Nursing. 
Helen obtained her BSN from the UBC School of Nursing in 1961, and an MA in adult education 
in 1971. In 1972 she received a Woodward Foundation award to travel to England to survey health 
needs of the elderly, and services available to them. Helen was a member of the faculty of the 
UBC School of Nursing from 1965 to 1990, retiring as Associate Professor Emerita. Over those 
years, she was actively involved in curriculum innovation both at the undergraduate and graduate 
levels, and became an influential and vocal nurse leader, especially in public health nursing. 

Helen was known as a strong advocate for nursing’s voice in policy, raising awareness of nursing’s 
important roles in addressing public health problems. Helen was described by her colleagues, 
friends, admirers, and students as a passionate teacher, high spirited, feisty, loyal, and generous. 
She was a pioneer and advocate for the nursing profession and patient-centered care, and she 
recognized the many ways nursing makes contributions to people’s lives. In retirement, until very 
late in life, Helen remained enthusiastically engaged in nursing, helping establish a graduate 
research award at UBC in public health nursing and contribution funding for a nursing history 
scholarship. She was actively involved in the Consortium for Nursing History Inquiry in the UBC 
School of Nursing and was a founding member of the BC History of Nursing Society in 1989, for 
which she ultimately was named an honorary life member.

Helen was proud of sharing common ancestry with Florence Nightingale (whose father was born 
a Shore but changed his name as an adult as a condition of inheriting the Nightingale properties). 
In 2019, she published an illustrated family memoir Shore to Shore: A record of the Shore family 
of Sheffield, England, to London, Ontario, building on the stories her own father had passed down 
to her (she had traced relatives back to 1440), and capturing anecdotes that included the Florence 
Nightingale branch of the family.

Helen’s achievements were recognized by many awards throughout her career, including: a Merit 
Award for Excellence in Teaching (1975); the Nursing Division’s UBC Distinguished Alumnae 
Award (1990); the UBC School of Nursing Partnership Award (2013); the UBC Faculty of Applied 
Science centennial Dean’s Medal (2015); and the UBC School of Nursing Centenary Medal (2019).

June 3, 1925 - November 3, 2020
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Nancy Wright
NP(F), MSN, BSN

Nancy Wright, NP completed her Diploma in 
Nursing at Vancouver General Hospital in 1987, 
her Bachelor of Science in Nursing and Master of 
Nursing degrees at University of Victoria in 1999 
and 2002 respectively. She completed her Nurse 
Practitioner designation at University of Northern 
British Columbia in 2008. Nancy was a devoted 
registered nurse, college and university instructor 
and nurse practitioner, always striving to advance 
social justice, fighting the good fight in her life 
and through her work.

Nancy was a foundational member of the BC Nurse Practitioner Association (BCNPA) and 
worked tirelessly to advance the profession as a member of the BCNPA, ensuring that the 
strength of the NP perspective was clearly highlighted in all aspects of care. Her passion 
for advocacy was demonstrated through her work in mental health and substance use as a 
member of teams who work to reduce the health risk associated with high risk behaviours 
and/or addictions.

Nancy loved to travel, was passionate about music, and was an arbiter of taste. Beneath 
her signature shock of flame-coloured hair and pierced nose, she was a truly modern 
alternative lady, who managed to infuse joy, art and music into everyone’s life. She 
travelled the world working as a nurse in places ranging from Saudi Arabia to the Yukon. 
Along the way she collected a huge swath of friends, with whom she kept in regular touch.

On August 28th, 2020, Nancy passed away very suddenly from a cerebral aneurysm. She 
was a devoted wife, mother, sister, aunt and friend and will be missed by all who knew and 
loved her.

Nancy’s family has created an award in Nancy’s name through the University of Victoria, 
School of Nursing. If you would like to donate, kindly mail cheques made out to “University 
of Victoria” with “Nancy Wright Nursing Award” in the memo line and send to:

 Development Officer; Human and Social Development, University of Victoria,  
 P.O. Box 1700 STN CSC, Victoria, BC, V8W 2Y2, or donate online.

October 2, 1964 - August 28, 2020

https://extrweb.uvic.ca/giveonline
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Tim Guest CNA President 

Natasha Prodan-Bhalla  
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Officer, Nursing Policy Secretariat

Michael Sandler  
Executive Director 
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Presented by TELUS, TheConcertHall.ca, a streaming 
service akin to Netflix, is the VSO’s new home for the 2020-
21 Season. Performances are released weekly throughout 
the season and will feature music from Beethoven, Bach, 
Mozart, Copland and many more. After release, most 
performances will be available for viewing for the duration 
of the season, with fresh content being added regularly.

Maestro Otto Tausk conducts the VSO and there will 
be many collaborations with internationally acclaimed 
performers such as Canadian violinist James Ehnes, jazz 
vocalist Dee Daniels, the great Canadian soprano Measha 
Brueggergosman and more!

https://theconcerthall.ca/



